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Growing Highlights
October 2018

Dear Parents,
I think October is a favorite month for teachers-they no longer have to apply sunscreen
multiple times a day, and they don’t have to deal with snow pants that are too big, boots
that don’t stay on, and hats and mittens that the little ones refuse to keep on. We know it’s
coming, and we will handle it with smiles when it does, but it is a nice little break.
We will be hosting our annual Fall Fest again this month! Join us on the Friday, October
19th from 5:30-7:00 for food, for tricks and treats and for an opportunity to get to know other
families. Costumes aren’t mandatory, but they are highly encouraged! The week of the
22nd we will once again set aside time for formal conferences. These will be held after
hours, and we ask that you leave your little one at home. We do this because we
sometimes have sensitive things to discuss and would like to do it without little ears
nearby. We also find that when little ones are here it can be a distraction for both the
teachers and the parents. Thank you in advance for helping us with this!
Christie Dapelo, Director
cdapelo@grandmashouse.org

DATES TO REMEMBER

Friday, 10/19 ~ Family Fall Fest
Week of 10/22 ~ Parent/Teacher Conferences
NEWS FROM THE CLASSROOMS

Cuddle Bugs

Disney Diehards

This Fall we will be learning about the colors

Wow...it’s Fall! The Disney Diehards

we see every day, the apples that our parents

have been working hard but having fun

eat, and an odd day called “Halloween”. Will
your child be wearing a costume? We can’t
wait to see!
We have been talking about and looking at
colorful homes found in Cuba as well as

as well. We talked about our family
and friends and did the Mickey march
with Mickey and friends. Next, we
travel to the Hundred Acre Woods to

reading books about apples. We are

meet Winnie the Pooh and friends. We

encouraging our older bugs to sit with support

will finish the month with All Things Fall

and our younger bugs to hold their chests up

and a Disney Halloween. In these units

high while doing tummy time.

we focus on matching colors, shapes,

Ms. Laura & Ms. Bethany, 1st Infants

using pincer grasp and self‐help skills.
These skills can be reinforced at home
too. For example, pincer grasp can

Silly Seahorses

be used to remove stickers on diapers,
picking up cereal and turning pages of a

Spook-tacular fun will be had this month with

book.

the infants as we continue to work on crawling

Ms. Courtney & Ms. Kim, 2's

and our core muscle development. Even if
your baby can sit up without support, tummy
time is still very important. At Grandma’s

Honeycomb

House, we make it fun by doing art in a bag,
reading books, or even on a mirror so the
babies have something to look at. You can try

In the Honeycomb room we have

these at home too!

been working on our milestones. We

Ms. Cassie, 2nd Infants

are using spoons and drinking from
cups during our meal times. You can
practice this at home by offering a

Space Cadets

spoon and open cup at dinner
time. Let us know how they are
doing. We have also been working on

With fall upon us, many changes have

our color and size matching. Some of

occurred. Our room theme went from Sea

the children are really getting the hang

Monkeys to Space Cadets. Like space...our

of it and doing a great job!

babies are out of this world!! We are all

Just a reminder...please go through

looking forward to October and the fun we will

your child’s cubby and change out any

have. We are especially looking forward to

summer clothes for warmer

our Fall Festival. Please watch for upcoming

ones. Please label coats, boots, and

details regarding this family night. Now is a

snow pants so there is no confusion

good time to check your child’s cubby to make

when the cooler weather comes.

sure they have the appropriate change of

Ms. Esther & Ms. Gabby, Older Toddlers

clothing. Our lesson plans for the next
few weeks are: fall, pumpkins, and shapes.
Ms. Sherry & Ms. Shantice, 3rd Infants

Tiki Toddlers

Fairytale Forest

Once upon a time, there was a class
of 2 ½ year olds that loved to explore
and they all came together in the

We have been enjoying the beautiful weather

Fairytale Forest. While in the forest,

and spending a lot of time outside on the

the children learned self-help and

playground. Our friends have enjoyed the

social skills. They learned to flip their

slide, push toys and climbers. We have been

coats on the cool days, eat with

working on using our words more. For

utensils and throw their garbage in the

example,...telling a friend “mine” or “no no”

trash cans. They also learned to use

when another friend tries to take their

their words, share with friends and

toy. Also, at lunch and snack time when

verbalize their needs and

asked if they would like more, we are working

wants. Please help your little one

on “yes please” or “no thank you”. These are

practice these skills when they return

simple things that you could practice and

from the Forest. You can encourage

reinforce at home.

them to use their words by making

Ms. Shannon & Ms. Amy E., 1st Toddlers

sure they don’t grunt and point to get
things. Please encourage them to
help dress themselves as well. If you

Busy Bees

have any questions, please let us
know.
Ms. Amy R. & Ms. Brianna, 2-1/2's

Greetings Busy Bees! With memories of farm

Wild 3's

animals and apple picking, fall is now in the
air. As the weather cools down, it is important
to label coats and bags hanging on classroom
hooks. One of the skills the Busy Bees are
very interested in this Fall is fitting items into
various openings. Whether it is animals, mini
apples, or puff balls, they always end up in a
cup or container. Another set of skills we
have been working on is taking turns and
saying “mine”. Often these two skills go hand
in hand. You can practice these skills at
home using any toy. Start with the child’s
turn, saying (child’s name) turn to
begin. Then, when they finish playing with the
item, begin your turn or a sibling’s turn with
the toy and repeat the turns as needed. The
Busy Bees practice taking turns with books,
balls, dress up items, and more. When the
turn is initiated, we practice saying “mine” to

We have made it through the first
month of Fall program! We will be
talking about pumpkins and
nature. Look for our pumpkin farm
field trip in the next few weeks. We
will be setting up the back bulletin
board to be a literacy center. We will
be putting books up for our friends to
check out; simply write your child's
name on the line and take the book
home for a night or two. Look for that
beginning in October. If you want to
help enforce skills we are working on,
you can let your child serve
themselves at meals and work on
pouring their beverages.

Ms. Jess & Ms. Amanda, 3's

let others around the child know their turn with
playing with the toy has begun. With all this in

Hot Tropics

mind, the Busy Bees look forward to an
exciting and eventful Fall season.

Ms. Virginia & Ms. Hannah, 2nd Toddlers

We have been so busy exploring our
new room and making new friends
that it doesn’t seem like a month has

Little Einsteins

passed already! One of our favorite
things is our weekly job board. Did
you know that several of our friends

We would like to thank everyone for helping

commented; “I don’t have a job board

with our “All About ME” unit. Our friends really

at home!” As in, I want a job board at

enjoyed learning new things about their peers

home! Our job board has a variety of

as well as sharing things about themselves. It

skill building opportunities for

is time to say goodbye to summer and

everyone; such as table sprayer and

welcome in the Fall. Our friends have had a

table wiper (building gross motor

blast enjoying the warmer weather and all the

skills), tablet assistant (this job lets the

waterplay that came with it. Change is

designated child be the “touch screen”

sometimes hard, but it is not always a bad

helper). They may play a game or

thing. We should look at the word “change”

even start a video. Some ideas for a

as a new opportunity to grow. As you may

job board at home would be table

know, we have changed our room name to the

setter or even duster with the option to

Little Einsteins. Our lesson plans will be filled

earn 10-15 minutes of technology

with adventures that will introduce our friends

time!

to nature, world cultures, and the arts. We will

Ms. Jennifer & Terra, 3/4's

be sure to incorporate a celebrated piece of
classical music as well as a renowned work of

Happy Birthday

art into every day play and sensory.
Ms. Delvina & Ms. Debra, 3rd Toddlers
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Dear families,
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Isabelle Lewis

As part of our new NAEYC requirements

4

Ms. Kim M.

we are working to implement several
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Lucas Worzalla

eco-friendly practices company-
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Aniya Weiss-Stokes

wide. With your help in the following
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Preston Kregel

areas we can do what’s best for your
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children and their future:
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do not allow your vehicle to idle
in the parking lot (barring
extreme temperatures),



wipe your feet upon entering the
center on the walk-off mats
provided to reduce possible
exposure to lead-contaminated
dirt,



always use shoe coverings in
the infant classrooms (no bare
feet), and



thoroughly wash all fruits and
vegetables to avoid possible
exposure to pesticides (and we

Congratulations!

are doing the same here as
well).

On celebrating anniversaries with
Grandma's House!

With the holidays soon approaching, we

Ms. Esther

28 Years

also wanted to share a link to finding the

Ms. Jennifer

3 Years

safest, non-toxic-toys, for your children:

Ms. Terra

1 Year

https://www.mommytomax.com/ultimateguide-best-non-toxic-toys/
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